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1 /
Introduction

Cognitive machines – these are industry-specific solutions, which
are based on a number of core technologies – machine learning,
natural speech processing, image recognition – and suitable infrastructure – cloud computing, the Internet of things, big data
– and have innovative abilities, which can reasonably be described
as higher level cognitive processes. According to a current study
their use promises productivity increases of up to forty per cent.
Yingxu Wang, Professor of Cognitive Informatics at the University
of Calgary, identifies processes of understanding, learning and
problem-solving, decision-making, planning, designing and pattern
matching, in particular, as “cognitive”. The terms make clear that
cognitive machines are – at least according to their potential – not
only purely passive tools but self-willed agents, which have “artificial intelligence” and are able to penetrate deep into the fabric of
business and society with their actions.
Given this, the questions, some of which are highly anxiety-inducing, currently being debated in the media are justified: are we
facing the “end of work” (a question that is not being discussed for
the first time)? What if “computerised colleagues take over my job”
or even “do away with my boss”? Are we even facing the threat – as
expressed by distinguished personalities such as Stephen Hawking,
Bill Gates and Elon Musk – of being dominated by dangerously
clever algorithms?
However, the question arises as to whether it would not be advisable to look a little lower to get a more precise view of the landscape
of cognitive machines, which is only just emerging, first. In the following article, we discuss five transformation areas, which will emerge
from the use of cognitive machines (see box below). We emphasise
the opportunities in this connection – partly to provide a counterpoint to the risk-focused debate taking place in the media.
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Cognitive machines: five areas of transformation
1. Fleet learning: transformation of product service systems
through learning algorithms.
2. Deep insights: transformation of the customer relationship through progress in sensor technology, affective computing and behavioural targeting.
3. Predictive enterprise: transformation of corporate processes through the capacity of cognitive machines for anticipation.
4. Knowledge factories: transformation of knowledge-based work through automation technologies.
5. Blended workforce: transformation of the organisation of
work through teams of men and machines working together.

2/
Fleet learning:
products which
improve
through use

The latest progress in AI is essentially based on learning algorithms, which generate forms of artificial intelligence on the basis
of huge quantities of data, making the ability to learn a fundamental product component. We must distinguish between two
phases of learning. First, the training phase: during training, the
product acquires the critical skills. Google’s AlphaGo, the machine that beat one of the world’s best Go players to the surprise of
many AI experts, was trained with a database, which contained
thousands of Go matches at the highest level – around thirty
million moves in total. This is followed by the application phase:
the product improves while it is being used. Again, there are two
parts to this. Firstly, context learning: the product adapts to the
user and the actual context in which the product is being used.
This is crucial, for instance, in the smart home segment; Nest
led the way a few years ago with its “smart thermostat” and
Amazon’s smart speaker, Echo, learns over time not only how to
understand the user’s voice more accurately but also his taste
in music. Secondly, fleet learning: Tesla collects usage data from
the entire vehicle fleet and uses these to improve the autopilots
in all vehicles by updating their software. The product improves
the more intensively it is used – this effect is familiar from social networks. In particular, the latter part – fleet learning – has
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disruptive potential. Products, which are constantly improving
and learning from the experiences of all the people using these
products, are products whose capabilities will no longer be determined by the production run but by software updates. Consequently, it is precisely this software and not hardware that will be
the critical value driver – regardless of whether we are speaking
of wind turbines, air-conditioning systems or smartphones.

3/
Deep insights:
hear your
customer's
heart beating

Progress in the generation and processing of natural speech is
a key enabler for intelligent, voice-operated assistants such as
Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa. They must be viewed as early
generations of applications, which will massively increase their
effectiveness in the next ten years. Developments on several
levels will make a contribution to this:
— At present, natural language user interfaces still lack the
ability to contextualise, which is first needed to allow natural,
flowing dialogue with the user. The Siris and Alexas of the future
will have a wider range of sensors to allow them to understand
the user’s situation and will have improved processes for analysing sensor data. Scientists at the University of Oxford have just
presented an AI, which is far better at lip-reading human speech,
in a research project with Google.
— In future, technologies used in affective computing will also
allow machines to interpret emotional states correctly and react
appropriately to the situation on the basis of the sound of voice
and the user’s facial expression. Both Amazon and Apple are
already working on corresponding upgrades of their systems.
— Finally, behavioural targeting – that is a targeted approach to
customers based on an analysis of personality data – is steadily
achieving greater degrees of precision. The discussions about
whether the big data company Cambridge Analytica won the
election for Donald Trump – a hypothesis that is as sensational as
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it is controversial – is only one example of what the computers of
the future might be capable.
All in all, these developments will allow the digital assistants
of the future, who will accompany us at every turn, profound
insights into the heart of each individual customer – a development that will alarm dishonest providers just as much as data
protection experts, who will try at least to rap the knuckles of
unscrupulous data collectors if not to put a stop to their game.

4/
Predictive
enterprise:
the power of
anticipation

Real time intelligence is regarded as the basis of the digital
factory of the future as part of the “Industry 4.0” vision: smart,
connected objects at all levels of production and logistics will
depict the current status of all processes at any time. This means that the value stream can be adapted dynamically to match
current demand – giving a further boost to flexibilisation. The
model is transferrable to many areas, from building security to
the dynamic management of traffic flows.
The vision of “predictive enterprise” relies on the real time
approach and formulates an even more ambitious ideal. The
aim is now to act before a requirement becomes apparent from
real time data. Accordingly, in anticipatory logistics, goods and
merchandise will be provided in the right place at the right time
on the basis of data-based forecasts. “Predictive policing” will
deploy emergency personnel on the basis of forecasts of where
they will be required in future. And “predictive maintenance” in
factories aims to identify impending malfunctions of machinery
before the equipment actually stops working. Discussions have
even been taking place recently about monitoring the health of
livestock in terms of a predictive-maintenance approach.
In all cases, there is a direct link between the quality of the
forecast and the accuracy of the action. This makes the quality
of the forecast critical – and it is precisely here that cognitive
machines promise quantum leaps in innovation, as machine
learning is designed by nature to make predictions and optimise
them step by step. In line with this, newer approaches in cogniti-
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on research see the human brain itself as a “predictive machine”,
whose functionality essentially consists in generating a continuous stream of predictions and comparing them with reality.

5/
Knowledge
factories:
automation of
knowledgebased work

Knowledge must flow within companies to make the most of its
value. While early attempts to put knowledge management on a
sound basis were still too heavily geared to the model of manual
database maintenance, collaborative knowledge management
techniques have found their way into companies with the success of the sharing model, such as Wikis or social bookmarking.
Cognitive machines could now initiate a new, far more wide-reaching paradigm shift. While Knowledge Management is currently
responsible for the organisation of stocks of knowledge and
flows of knowledge, a new corporate function is now emerging
in which knowledge management, data analytics platforms and
the learning algorithms of cognitive machines are to be merged
to form “knowledge factories”. The aim is to create operational
tools to automate knowledge-based work. Today, the most wellknown example of this type of technology is certainly Watson,
cleverly – and with considerable investment – marketed by IBM
as the universal knowledge infrastructure for the era of cognitive
machines. IBM is cooperating with leading hospitals in the USA,
as it is with German industrial heavyweights. The Versicherungskammer Bayern has already used Watson in a pilot project for
managing complaints: Watson scans thousands of letters, sorts
them into different categories of complaint automatically and is
even able to interpret the bitter irony of dissatisfied customers
correctly. Compared with people, who sort the letters of complaint by hand, Watson performed very well, reports the Süddeutsche Zeitung. In future, Watson “is to transform all aspects of
the business from product development through production to
sales and after-sales service” at Schaeffler, as IBM and the industrial and automotive supplier based in Ehningen announced in a
joint press release. For example, Schaeffler plans to use Watson
to monitor the operating status of thousands of internal and
external machines and systems.
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6/
Blended
workforce:
man and
machine
as a team

The idea that artificial intelligence is a more or less successful
copy of human intelligence is misleading. Among other reasons,
AlphaGo therefore prevails against Go professionals because
the software plays differently from humans, makes moves that
seem senseless at first glance but lead to winning positions. To
be sure, it is conceivable that intelligent machines will be superior to humans in all matters in the long term. However, in the
medium term, it will be a matter of linking human and artificial
intelligence to make use of their complementary strengths (see
box below). More than three quarters of managers questioned
in an Accenture study expect man and machine to operate
side-by-side as a team in future. The question is therefore: how
will this “blended workforce” be organised? How will companies
develop their employees’ “cognitive literacy”, i.e. their ability to
be productive in tandem with the cognitive machines of tomorrow? How will employees, whose current work can largely be
automated, be given further training and made use of with new
job profiles? One thing is clear: the company that knows how to
develop and manage effective teams in which men and machines
work together – will have valuable assets.

Complementary abilities for man-machine teams
Recognising and assessing. A key strength of cognitive
machines lies in their ability to recognise patterns in data.
Here, AI is already superior to humans in some cases, such
as in the analysis of sensory measurements. However, many
activities require a mixture of recognising and assessing.
And the overall assessment of problem areas is still a purely
human domain, which is likely to become even more important if AI taps into ever more complex areas. In Medicine, for
instance, artificial intelligence is playing a major role in diagnostics. If it’s a matter of deciding on therapeutic measures,
the doctor is ahead with his holistic view of the situation.
Evidence and intuition. Cognitive machines provide security for decisions with evidence obtained from data. In
contrast, humans have the ability to recognise a decision
path is the right one “from gut feeling”. Scientific studies
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provide evidence that only the integration of both aspects
– conscious problem analysis and intuitive problem solving
– significantly improves the quality of decisions. For companies, however, it will also be a matter, in future, of protecting
human gut feeling from the machine’s cool analysis. If cognitive machines accompany us at every turn, it will be a major
temptation for knowledge workers to assume less responsibility. AI will fix it!
Routine und creativity. Cognitive machines allow routine
tasks to be automated. For the moment, demanding, creative tasks are still a human domain. Creativity is to be understood in the broadest sense here: asking the right questions,
striking out in new directions, finding solutions and communicating them effectively. Cognitive machines promise to
give humans new freedoms in which these skills are critical.
However, in today’s working environment, they are only part
of the job profiles of a tiny minority. Conversely, the skills
needed for performing routine clerical activities will become
less significant – a phenomenon that is familiar from earlier
phases of the industrialisation process.

7/
Conclusion:
cognitive
transformation

We have tried to demonstrate the fact that “cognitive transformation” will have an impact on a large number of levels at the
same time. This is expressed in the formula “X+AI” where “X”
stands for any area of business and the result of the formula is to
represent an innovative value proposition. Ultimately, it means
that profound changes are likely in corporate productivity, on
the labour market, in the training and education of employees, at
the level of business models and value creation structures. The
breadth of the aspects affected makes the issue so complex.
Companies should extend their antennae in all five directions to
obtain a systematic view of cognitive transformation, to assess
specific areas in which the new technologies could be applied to
their own business and to develop strategies for the long term:
seriously, with an open mind, creatively – but coolly.
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